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In the
News
• Apple Ceo Tim Cook Makes
$10.3 Million In 2015 —
Apple CEO Tim Cook's
compensation rose 11.5% to
$10.3 million in 2015,
despite the stock's first
negative year since the global
financial crisis. According to
a regulatory filing, Cook's
base pay increased about
14.4% to $2 million, while
non-equity incentive
compensation rose about
19% to $8 million.
Apple shares dropped below
$100 for the first time in
nearly five months on
Wednesday. This comes on
reports of slowing shipments
of the iPhone 6S and 6S Plus.
Yesterday Apple closed at
$100.70.



Apple Announces
Record-Breaking
Holiday Season For The
App Store
pple has announced that customers around
the world made this holiday season the
biggest ever for the App Store, setting new
records during the weeks of Christmas and
New Year’s.
In the two weeks ending Jan. 3, customers spent over
$1.1 billion on apps and in-app purchases, setting back-toback weekly records for traffic and purchases. Jan. 1, 2016
marked the biggest day in App Store history with customers
spending over $144 million. It broke the previous singleday record set just a week earlier on Christmas Day.

A

“The App Store had a holiday season for the record
books. We are excited that our customers downloaded and
enjoyed so many incredible apps for iPhone, iPad, Mac,
Apple Watch and Apple TV, spending over $20 billion on
the App Store last year alone,” said Philip Schiller, Apple’s
senior vice president of Worldwide Marketing. “We're
grateful to all the developers who have created the most
innovative and exciting apps in the world for our
Continued on Page - 4
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EASY TO USE ACCESS TO
MAC RELATED LINKS &
CLUB SCHEDULED EVENTS
& SERVICES…
EVEN AN ADOBE ACROBAT
PDF ON-SCREEN VERSION
OF THIS NEWSLETTER TO
ACCESS WHEN YOU’RE
OUT-OF-TOWN OR TO
EMAIL TO A FRIEND

Early Bird Q & A
5:30 to 6:30 PM
General Meeting
6:30 to 7:30 PM
MEETING LOCATION MAP
ON BACK COVER

• Check for future meeting
topics & scheduled events.
• Access meeting related
topic literature & files.
• eNewsletter to download or
view online.
• Mac Company website
links.
• Visit our HELP page to
access solutions for your
Mac.
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1Password 6 for Mac
is here with all vaults view and
revamped password generator
One of Macworld's favorite password management apps has a ton of new features.
Caitlin McGarry | @Caitlin_McGarry
gileBits
is
having
a huge
week.
The developer of
1Password released a
new iOS version on
Monday, followed by a
huge update today for
the password
management app’s Mac
version.

A

We’ve always been
big fans of 1Password.
In November,
the app opened
up vaults for
teams in beta
so colleagues
can securely
share
passwords. It
was a longrequested
feature, but
now many
1Password
users have
multiple vaults
AGILEBITS
iCloud sync finally arrives for 1Password users who bought directly from AgileBits
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1Password from page 3

to switch between during the day.
1Password 6.0 now lets you view all
vaults, and customize which ones
you see if there are some you rarely
need to access.
One of the iOS version’s great
new features, the revamped Strong
Password Generator, has come to the
Mac with 1Password 6.0. The
generator will create a password for

App Store from page 1

customers. We can't wait for
what's to come in 2016.”
Worldwide, the App Store
has brought in nearly $40 billion
for developers since 2008, with
over one-third generated in the
last year alone.
Largely as a result of the App
Store’s success, Apple is now
responsible for creating and
supporting 1.9 million jobs in
the U.S. alone. Nearly threequarters of those jobs — over
1.4 million — are attributable to
the community of app creators,
software engineers and
entrepreneurs building apps for
iOS, as well as non-IT jobs
supported directly and indirectly
through the app economy.

you using random words, which are
easier to remember than a mix of
numbers, letters, and symbols but
just as secure. Of course, you can still
choose to randomly generate a
character-based password..
Those who bought or plan to
buy 1Password directly from
AgileBits now get a feature that was
previously only available to Mac App
Store buyers: iCloud sync. Apple
debuted CloudKit web services
during last year’s Worldwide
Developers Conference, so AgileBits

Apple has previously reported
that the iOS app economy has
created 1.2 million jobs in
Europe and 1.4 million jobs in
China.
Gaming, Social Networking
and Entertainment were among
the year's most popular App
Store categories across Apple
products, with customers
challenging themselves to
Minecraft: Pocket Edition, Trivia
Crack and Heads Up!, and
staying in touch with friends and
family using Facebook
Messenger, WeChat and
Snapchat. Games and
subscription apps dominated this
year’s top grossing titles
including Clash of Clans,
Monster Strike, Game of War Fire Age and Fantasy Westward
Journey, as well as Netflix, Hulu
and Match.

put it to use to enable an AgileBits
Store version of iCloud Sync.
AgileBits packed tons of new
features into 1Password 6. Stay
tuned for our in-depth review to see
if it’s worth the upgrade—though, if
you’re already using version 4 or 5 of
1Password, snagging version 6 won’t
cost you a dime.



paved the way for entirely new
app experiences, changing how
people consume content through
their television and providing
useful information at a glance on
Apple’s most personal device yet,
Schiller said. Since its launch in
October, the new Apple TV’s
most popular apps include
Rayman Adventures, Beat Sports
and HBO NOW. Chart-topping
apps for Apple Watch owners
include fitness apps Nike+
Running and Lifesum, and
iTranslate and Citymapper in the
Travel category.



The launch of the all-new
Apple TV and Apple Watch have
January, 2016
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Apple denies it's making an
iOS-to-Android switching tool
Cupertino was quick to shut down a ridiculous rumor that it was creating a tool to help iPhone users
switch to Android
.
Oscar Raymundo | @oscarraymundo
Staff Writer, Macworld
on’t bet on Apple
making it easier for
iPhone users to
switch over to
Android.

D

conjunction with the public release
of iOS 9. One of the Apple’s few
Android apps, Move to iOS is
devoted entirely to helping Android
users migrate their contacts,

were locked into Apple’s ecosystem,
thus increasing Apple’s dominance in
the mobile industry. Why anyone
would think Apple would voluntarily

calendars, bookmarks, email
accounts, messages, and photos to an
iPhone, iPad, or iPod touch.

create a tool to lessen that
dominance remains unclear.

In a statement sent to
BuzzFeed, Apple has denied
a rumor that it was working
on an iOS-to-Android
switching tool. The rumor
was first reported by The
Telegraph, which claimed
Apple was developing this
tool after succumbing to
pressure from European
mobile carriers.
“There is no truth to this
rumor,” according to Apple
spokesperson Trudy Muller.
“We are entirely focused on
switching users from
Android to iPhone, and that
is going great.”
Why this matters: Muller might
be on to something. In October, Tim
Cook said in an earnings call that 30
percent of new iPhone owners had
replaced an Android device.
Around the same time, Apple
launched Move to iOS in
January, 2016

The original rumor stated that
Apple was creating a reverse iOS-toAndroid tool to appease the concerns
of European mobile carriers. The
Telegraph reported that these
companies thought iPhone users
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Apple doubles down on its
Reno data center
Apple is doubling the size of its data center campus near Reno
to support iCloud, iTunes, and other Internet services
Oscar Raymundo | @oscarraymundo
Staff Writer, Macworld
.

pple may be scaling
back iPhone orders,
but Cupertino is still
investing in expanding
its cloud and Internet

A
services.

According to a new report in Data
Center Knowledge, Apple has filed a
permit to double the size of its data
centers in Reno, Nevada. The proposed
data center site will be adjacent to
Apple’s Project Mills campus, an
existing data center site in Reno
Technology Park.
Apple’s new data center campus is
codenamed Project Huckleberry,
according to Reno area officials. The
proposed Huckleberry site will include
a new shell with multiple data center
January, 2016

clusters
and a
support
building.
The
design
will be
very
similar to
Project
Mills,
which is
still under construction. Project Mills is
shaping up to include 14 buildings,
totaling 412,000 square feet. According
to Apple Insider, Project Mills was built
to support iTunes, iBookstore, App
Store and iCloud services.

Last year, Apple filed a permit to
build a 50 MW electrical substation to
serve future expansion in Reno
Technology Park. Currently Project
Mills is being served by a almost-atcapacity 15 MW feed from Nevada’s
public utility, according to the GazetteJournal.

RENO TECHNOLOGY PARK

Why this matters: Apple’s massive
data center construction follows reports
that the company has scaled back
orders of the iPhone, bracing itself for
tepid sales after a string of blockbuster
success. Even if that’s true, this massive
investment in data centers signals that
the company is counting on continued
expansion of its cloud and Internet
services.

Reno Technology Park was
designed to lure high-tech data centers.
“It’s a whole different set of
buildings but it looks like [Project
Huckleberry] is going to be essentially
the same design as Project Mills, only
turned perpendicularly to the east,”
Reno area county planner Trevor Lloyd
told the Reno Gazette-Journal.

In 2012 Apple became the first
company to build at the Reno
Technology Park, which lured the
company with a $89 million tax break
over 10 years. Most recently, Tesla
proposed to build a $5 billion battery
factory out there. The state of Nevada
helped convince the electric car maker
by offering a $1.5 billion tax break over
20 years.
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Apple patents a Watch band that
doubles as a case, a stand,
and a Mac accessory
Apple is dreaming of a Milanese Loop band that can attach magnetically to your Mac or fridge.
Oscar Raymundo | @oscarraymundo
Staff Writer, Macworld

pple might be
developing a new
magnetic and multifunction Milanese
Loop for the Apple

A
Watch.

According to a new document
posted on the U.S. Patents &
Trademark Office and first spotted
by AppleInsider, Apple has filed a
patent application for a new Apple
Watch wristband that will double as
a protective case, a stand, and a
magnetic accessory that can attach to
other devices.

This potential version of the
Milanese Loop will incorporate a
system of magnets that will snap
together in different configurations.
The magnets could wrap around the
Watch as illustrated above to protect
it. The patented wristband can also
be
Continued on Page - 8
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Apple Watchband
from page 7

wristband, but the concept is
intriguing.

bands” equipped with sensors
designed to track health data in new
or more accurate ways.



turned into a stand as illustrated
below to make the Apple Watch
freestanding.

Rumor has it that we’re more
likely to see Apple Watch “smart

In addition, Apple’s patent
application mentions the
possibility of having this new
wristband attach magnetically to
other Apple computers. The
patent illustrates it attached to an
iMac, a Macbook, and a fridge,
although the Macs are made from
aluminum and would need a
metal plate in order to have a
magnetic pull.
Why this matters: As with
most Apple patents, the fact that
the company has filed an
application does not necessarily
mean that Cupertino is actively
developing this Apple Watch
January, 2016
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Securemac Launches Macscan 3
ecureMac has
introduced
MacScan 3, the
next generation of
its anti-malware
software for Mac users.

S

online tech support, and security
advisory notifications.

It protects against trojan
horses, keystroke loggers and
adware. Automatic malware
definition updates are designed to
ensure that you're protected
against the latest threats. MacScan
3 includes a streamlined user
experience, new features, and
major improvements to speed and
stability.

(http://tinyurl.com/jgbpjcv).
Existing MacScan users may be
eligible for discounted pricing,
including free upgrades for those
who purchased MacScan 2 within
the last three months. Existing users
may check their upgrade eligibility
and learn more by visiting
SecureMac online.

MacScan 3 requires Mac OS X
10.8. It’s available for $49.99/year.
Each MacScan subscription includes

A 30-day trial of MacScan 3 is
available for download directly from
SecureMac

protection against the latest malware
threats, automatic cleaning of
blacklisted tracking cookies, product
updates, knowledge base access,



Fixstars Launches 10TB And 13TB SSDs
ixstars Corp has
launched two
new products: the
10TB Fixstars
SSD-10000M,
and the Fixstars SSD-13000M,
which the company says is the
world's largest SSD with
13TB of capacity. Starting today,
Fixstars is accepting orders; the

F
January, 2016

drives are expected to ship to US
customers in late February.
The SSD-13000M and SSD10000M are equipped with Fixstars'
proprietary SSD controller, which
enables the fast, sustainable I/O
performance (read speeds of up to
540 MB/s and sequential write
speeds of up to 520 MB/s)
throughout the lifetime of the SSD,
9

SMUG Membership Application
SMUG, the local Macintosh User Group provides Mac owners and users with a local
source of shared knowledge and experience through monthly meetings, training
seminars and its newsletter “The Dialog Box”.
Monthly meetings are held at the Fruitville Public Library, just east of the I-75 - Fruitville Rd. Exit
(see map on back cover)
Meeting times are 5:30PM to 7:30PM, unless specified. See website sarasotamug.com/meetings for meeting dates.
Individual and family membership is $30.00 per year payable to SMUG

Name: __________________________________________ Email Address: ___________________________
Address: _________________________________________________________________________________
City: ________________________ State: ______________ Zip: __________ Phone #: (____)___________
Mac Model: _____________________________ Date Joined: _______________Check #: _______________

Fixstars Launches 10TB And 13TB SSDs
Fixstars SSD-10000M, and the
Fixstars SSD-13000M, which the
company says is the world's largest
SSD with 13TB of capacity.
Starting today, Fixstars is accepting
orders; the drives are expected to
ship to US customers in late
February.

ixstars Corp.
(http://www.fixstars.c
om/en/ssd/) has
launched two new
products: the 10TB

F

January, 2016

The SSD-13000M and SSD10000M are equipped with Fixstars'
proprietary SSD controller, which
enables the fast, sustainable I/O
performance (read speeds of up to
540 MB/s and sequential write
speeds of up to 520 MB/s)

throughout the lifetime of the SSD,
according to CEO Satoshi Miki. The
combination of such high
performance and enterprise-grade
reliability is e highly sought after in
applications such as object storage,
streaming content distribution,
CG/VFX productions, 4K/8K video
processing and various other use
cases in which steady sequential
access is critical, he adds.
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SMUG Info Line
President

Seagate Rolls Out The
Backup Plus Ultra Slim

Michael Ellis . . . . . . . . . . . . (941) 713-0361
E-mail . . . . . . mike@sarasotamug.com
Vice President
David Schatz . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
E-mail . . . . . .david@sarasotamug.com
Treasurer
Steven E. Baker . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 359-8687
E-mail . . . . . . . steve@sarasotamug.com

Editor, Webmaster & Industry Liaison
Ben Fernandez . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 320-7735
E-mail . . . . . . . . ben@sarasotamug.com

Members Support
Ben Fernandez . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 320-7735
E-mail . . . . support@sarasotamug.com

Please call at reasonable hours and ask
it this is a convenient time for them.
We appreciate your cooperation.

eagate
Technology
has
launched
the Seagate
Backup Plus Ultra Slim,
which it says is the world’s
thinnest 2TB mobile hard
drive. This new product
builds on the awardwinning Backup Plus Slim
drive, delivering a new
design with the same
leading capacity in an even
slimmer profile.

S

Available in golden or platinum
metal finish, the drive includes
Seagate Dashboard software, which
offers users either one-click ondemand or customizable, scheduled
backups for their devices. The
Backup Plus Ultra Slim comes with
200GB of free Microsoft OneDrive
cloud storage for two years.



The Seagate Backup Plus Ultra
Slim gold and platinum

Visit Our SMUG WEBSITE at

www.sarasotamug.com
January, 2016
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Sarasota/Manatee
Macintosh Users Group
P.O. Box 941
Venice, FL 34284-0941

Meetings:**
CURRENT: Wednesday, Jan. 20, 2015
NEXT: Wednesday, Feb 17, 2016

**Always, check our website for
any last minute changes.

www.sarasotamug.com

